Purpose: The paper is dedicated to improving of civil aviation flight safety question by the way of new method of aircraft landing by curvilinear glide paths within the boundary trajectories. Proposed method ordered for improving of safety level, sustainability and cost effectiveness of the aircraft landing with own individual, optimal vertical descending profile from flight level to the runway threshold. Methods: Landing method, based on generation (calculation and construction) of virtual curvilinear glide paths of landing within the boundary trajectories with taking into account of "fully controllable state areas" of aircraft has been proposed. Results: New aircraft landing method that has large profit in the reducing of the level of noises, fuel consumption and harmful emissions. Discussion: The essence of the method consists in using of fully controllable state areas that are constructed taking into account on linearity in aircraft flight characteristics, probable changes into environmental state, criterion of landing implementation optimality, all functional and aerodynamic aircraft capabilities for virtual curvilinear glide path construction, meant by some aircraft traffic trajectory for time and distance reducing, that are necessary for stage from start of descending from flight level to runway threshold.
Introduction
Today civil aviation flight quantity is growing constantly, that leads to growing of aviation noises level, atmosphere pollution amount and flight control devices overweighting. Because of strict international legislation regulation of ecological safety rules, some limits of aircraft exploitation in airports have appeared correspondingly.
For these problems solving, the mission of aviation industry system creation correspondingly sets, that would allow:
-elevating of the ecological and economical level of flights quantitatively and qualitatively in aviation in general;
-essential elevation of safety flight level; -unloading of holding area in the airport area;
-solving of the airport overloading problem, that is appearing afterwards rising of air traffic intensiveness;
-increase the efficiency of using aviation vehicles, etc.
Landing of the aircraft is the most responsible and difficult stage, that characterizes by the changing of flight mode, psycho physiological stresses and impermanence. Successive landing approach problem solving requires: clear crew definition of rules and landing approach accomplishment order; equipment of airfields, landing zones by special technical systems; development of methods, recommendations for the crew about usage of the landing systems and about operations during exceptional or dangerous situations. This is precisely why the new landing method development, which would at least partially solve the issue of air traffic conformity to modern aviation requirements and that would allow to assure ensure the operation of air transport in the conditions of a sharp increase in air traffic -is the actual problem.
Analysis of recent research and highlighting the unresolved part of the problem
Modern status of research in the area of aircraft safe landing conditions definition characterizes by variety of approaches to improving air traffic control (ATC) procedures and aircraft control by automating the actions of air traffic control specialists and aircraft crews. Scientific problem solving of the development of methods, models and devices of informational decision making support for construction of optimal landing trajectory for further advancement of aviation safety level and improvement of ecological and economical aircraft usage rates is an important problem today.
After analyze of literature sources [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] further conclusions could be done -one of the efficiency improvement methods is an aircraft landing by border(free) trajectories. For example, such is the principle of the "flexible" trajectories [4] . Principle of the "flexible" trajectories implements a program strategy of control and it is in realization of "flexible", updating (frequently recalculating) with prescribed period, programmatic trajectory of aircraft movement, that provides accomplishing of the control during the "real conditions".
Principle resides in refusal of matching of controlled aircraft movement to preplanned (nominal) trajectory and formation (if necessary) of much more profitable traffic trajectories, correspondingly to current situation, on the assumption of factual conditions of the aircraft movement.
Basic difficulties of solving the problem of control for "flexible" trajectories are stipulated by its double point border character. Quite effective concept of its solving bases on usage of, so called, method of inverse dynamic problems. A characteristic feature of which lies in the fact that, at first, program aircraft movement is designated (that fulfills prescribed border conditions) and then control that realizes this movement is determined. However, such concept is unfit for general class of nonlinear control objects.
Statement of research problems
In basis of the work, creation problem of a new aircraft landing method has been set. This method would be directed to correspondence to current civil aviation requirements and enhancement of ecological level and flight economical efficiency.
The aim of the work is development of the generation method (calculation and construction) of virtual curvilinear glide paths of landing within the boundary trajectories with support of his own individual, optimal vertical descending profile from flight level to the runway threshold [9] .
The aircraft landing by curvilinear glide paths is the procedure, during that an aircraft descends uninterruptedly from the horizontal flight to the landing with minimal thrust use [10] [11] .
An accomplishment of the assigned problem in the developed method provides that before the start of the aircraft landing maneuver, generation (calculation and construction) of the virtual curvilinear glide paths of landing within the boundary trajectories is carried out, for which in the method:
− data from ground-based dispatch center or from available onboard database about terminal aircraft landing point (her coordinates and characteristics of the runway, location, peculiarities of an airport), aircraft onboard system's data about current state of an aircraft, flight mode and characteristics and environment conditions, physical and aerodynamic parameters and characteristics of concrete aircraft type are using;
− construction of fully controllable state areas (in consideration of "margin of control"), including "zones of uncertainty" (ability of deviation during the calculation of exact aircraft coordinates, with periodical prediction of terminal state implementation) is providing;
− virtual curvilinear glide paths of landing within the boundary trajectories are being calculated and analyzed on the basis of total received data (trajectories that require the least resources and aircraft capacities, time and distance for the stage from the moment of the start of the flight level to the stop of the aircraft in the runway).
Besides, this method includes calculation algorithms of the landing trajectory performance optimality with maximal usage of the aerodynamic components of the aircraft control system and minimal use of engines trust.
The analyzing and calculating process of virtual curvilinear glide path of landing is taking place in real time scale (with constant recalculation for every moment of time that takes as initial), with taking into account of all possible changes during the flight process [12] .
Method of aircraft landing by curvilinear glide paths within the boundary trajectories
An aircraft landing by curvilinear glide paths is the method that could provide fluent aircraft descending from flight level with constant angle for landing on the runway. It intends for reducing expenditure of fuel and level of noises by the side of other traditional landing methods.
An aircraft landing by curvilinear glide paths within the boundary trajectories begins from the highest point of the descending start, in other words, on the cruise flight altitude and it allows aircraft to support own individual optimal vertical profile until the runway threshold.
The essence of method is in the accounting of fully controllable state areas of aircraft what are constructed with taking into account "uncertainty zones", nonlinearities in aircraft flight characteristics, possible changes into environmental state, optimality criteria for aircraft landing, all functional and aerodynamic aircraft abilities for virtual curvilinear glide path construction, which means a certain trajectory of the aircraft to reduce the time and distance necessary for the stage from the beginning of the descent from the flight level to the runway threshold. This will allow to assure guaranteed safety level of aircraft landing, to expand the condition field in which the method can function, to rise the aviation vehicle's use and crew's effectiveness, as well as to reduce harmful influence to the environment (as a result of emission and engine noises level reducing) and to assure fuel (material resources) economy.
This method is realized in the following way.
On a specific aircraft that is in flight at the level and approaches to the airport, from the moment of landing approach start in real time scale, exact aircraft situation coordinates are constantly determined (with discretization Δt) and considered possible deviations and uncertainties of its situation, that have been conditioned by current situation estimation errors, inadequateness of mathematical model, environmental influence, navigational deviations, etc. From the earth-based dispatch center an aircraft receives the exact information about the point of landing (information about territory, runway and environment), and from onboard systems it receives exact information about the status, Assurance of the aircraft landing by virtual curvilinear glide path will allow additionally reducing the workload of pilots, air traffic control agencies, to discharge airports and approach of H θ V aviation industry to transition from area navigation to free flights.
Moreover, during the generation of aircraft landing virtual curvilinear glide path mathematical probabilities and adaptive optimality criteria's are used. They are directed to assurance of landing border trajectory construction that is necessary for maximal reducing of time and distance essential for landing, assurance of minimal power of engines on the stage of landing. An illustration of construction of the landing virtual curvilinear glide path within the boundary trajectories is shown in fig.2 . During the method realization process after construction of landing glide path, test simulation of aircraft trajectory accomplishment takes place for assurance of appropriate safety level. An example of generated virtual landing glide path within the boundary trajectories of the concrete aircraft during the test simulation process is shown on fig.3 .
According to the results of test simulation, formation of control commands to the aircraft systems and indication and signalization tools takes place. An example of indication of the probable aircraft movement on the stage of landing by the declared method is shown on fig.4 . (square signsmodern standard of an aircraft landing approach by the glide path, round signs -an aircraft landing by curvilinear glide paths).
After the end of implementation of the method (after every landing of the aircraft) recording of all landing parameters and virtual curvilinear glide path to the storage database takes place for the simplification of method realization in case of repetition of flight conditions. Verification to the database takes place at the beginning of every realization of the method.
The method has a cyclic implementation, is performed on each aircraft during the landing procedure in real time.
The aircraft landing by curvilinear glide paths within the boundary trajectories proposes flexible uninterrupted descending flight trajectory during the landing approach, that assures basic ecological and economical profits, including reducing of fuel combustion, gaseous emissions and noise influence without any negative influence on the safety by virtue of: 1) minimal thrust of the engines, that has been set during the descending;
2) minimal atmospheric drag due to active using of aerodynamic components and capabilities of aircraft;
3) enhanced altitude of flight trajectory during the landing approach process. 
Conclusions
The aircraft landing by curvilinear glide paths within the boundary trajectories could have essential profits in reducing of the level of noises, fuel consumption and harmful emissions.
The influence on the environment in current time is a serious problem for aviation in complex, so such factor should be considered during the designing of air space and procedures of instrument flights and, also, during the air traffic control.
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